Reflectance-based determination of optical properties in highly attenuating tissue.
Accurate data on in vivo tissue optical properties in the ultraviolet A (UVA) to visible (VIS) range are needed to elucidate light propagation effects and to aid in identifying safe exposure limits for biomedical optical spectroscopy. We have performed a preliminary study toward the development of a diffuse reflectance system with maximum fiber separation distance of less than 2.5 mm. The ultimate objective is to perform endoscopic measurement of optical properties in the UVA to VIS. Optical property sets with uniformly and randomly distributed values were developed within the range of interest: absorption coefficients from 1 to 25 cm(-1) and reduced scattering coefficients from 5 to 25 cm(-1). Reflectance datasets were generated by direct measurement of Intralipid-dye tissue phantoms at lambda=675 nm and Monte Carlo simulation of light propagation. Multivariate calibration models were generated using feed-forward artificial neural network or partial least squares algorithms. Models were calibrated and evaluated using simulated or measured reflectance datasets. The most accurate models developed-those based on a neural network and uniform optical property intervals-were able to determine absorption and reduced scattering coefficients with root mean square errors of +/-2 and +/-3 cm(-1), respectively. Measurements of ex vivo bovine liver at 543 and 633 nm were within 5 to 30% of values reported in the literature. While our technique for determination of optical properties appears feasible and moderately accurate, enhanced accuracy may be achieved through modification of the experimental system and processing algorithms.